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Preliminary Program
Vladimir Botchkarev, Boston University (BMP signaling in hair follicle biology)
Howard Chang, Stanford University (Stromal cells and pattern formation in skin)
Angela Christiano, Columbia University (Genetic hair disease in mouse and man)
Cheng-Ming Chuong, University of Southern California (Feather follicle stem cells)
George Cotsarelis, University of Pennsylvania (Hair follicle stem cells)
Pierre Coulombe, Johns Hopkins University (Keratins and signaling in skin appendage development and disease)
Andrzej Dlugosz, University of Michigan (Hedgehog signaling in skin appendage development and cancer)
Raphael Kopan, Washington University (Notch signaling in hair follicles)
Cynthia Loomis, New York University (Nail development)
Marja Mikkola, University of Helsinki (The role of p63 in hair follicle and tooth development)
Sarah Millar, University of Pennsylvania (Common themes in the development of skin appendages: hair follicles, mammary
glands and teeth)
Bruce Morgan, Massachusetts General Hospital (Lineage restriction in the skin)
Vu Nguyen, University of Pennsylvania (Molecular controls of zebrafish scale development)
Tony Oro, Stanford University (Controlling the temporal and spatial responsiveness to hedgehog morphogens)
Dennis Roop, Baylor College of Medicine (Molecular mechanisms regulating epidermal development)
Diane Thiboutot, Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine (Control of sebaceous gland activity)
Fiona Watt, Cancer Research UK (Skin structure transitions and renewal)
John Wysolmerski, Yale University (Mammary gland development)
Weimin Zhong, Yale University (Symmetrical and asymmetrical cellular division)
Additional speakers will be chosen from abstracts.
http://www.montagnasymposium.org
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